The beam monitor for the CERN Linear Collider Test Facility (CTF) has to work not only with very short pulses (3-50 ps FWHM) at a spacing of 330 ps, but also in a strong wakefield background. A cone-shaped button pickup electrode has been designed and constructed for use with CTF beams and tests have been made using a real time analogue Gaussian filter to recover the beam signals from the strong wakefield signals. As a comparison to the analogue filter, a study has been made to process the data off-line and extract the beam signals using digital filtering based on the wavelet concept.
I. INTRODUCTION
The CERN Linear Collider Test Facility (CTF) is a 4.5-45 MeV linac producing an intense electron beam with the following parameters:
Number of bunches in the train: Bunch length (FWHM):
3-50 PS
1-24
Bunch repetition rate in the train: 3 GHz Train repetition rate:
10 Hz Minimum clear aperture:
40.5 mm Normally, the bunch spacing is 333 ps and bunch length 112 ps FWHM. Each bunch contains 5 . 6~1 0 '~ electrons, that is a charge of 9 nC. Assuming the bunches have a Gaussian longitudinal distribution, it follows that when rms HW 0 is 25 ps, the peak current is 144 A and when d is 6 ps, the peak current is 598 A['].
The CTF beam monitor is intended to measure the intensity and transverse position of each bunch. When the pickup geometric size is comparable to the bunch length, the longitudinal intensity distribution can be recovered by integrating the pickup signal. However, because strong wakefields are present in the CTF, the first task is to extract the beam signal from the wakefield background.
An ordinary button-type electrode senses the signal across the capacitance between the button and the wall. A resonance may occur if the structure of the button and its housing form a cavity. When the bunch length is much longer than the button size, the beam frequency spectrum does not extend up to the resonance frequency, and the resonance is not excited. However, when the bunch length is comparable to the button size, the resonance may be excited, and if it is within the frequency of interest, it may disturb observation of the beam signal. Therefore the pickup has to becarefully designed to avoid such parasitic resonances A cone-shaped button pickup has been designed to reach this goal; Fig.1 shows the geometry. The pickup electrode is made with a coaxial cone shape and is directly welded into a Kaman feedthrough, which is useable up to 40GHz . The cone shaped pickup has asmooth transition to the feedthrough. The ratio of the cone radius, a, to the outer conductor radius, b, is kept constant at b/a=2.3 along the cone axis in order to keep the impedance constant at 50 R. In Fig.1 The wakefields, introduced into CTF acceleration sections by the very short bunches, escape and run through the smooth beam pipe of the pickup, forrning a noisy background. Due to the cutoff frequency of the accelerator exitwindow, the escaping wakefields are at high frequency, and from the measurements they are above 6 GHz. There are two ways to process the signals. One wa,y is to use analogue Gaussian filters to extract the low-frequency beam signal followed by further electronics to select the signals of each bunch. Another way is to use the wavelet transform to extract beam signals digitally out of the wakefield signal, and calculate the beam position using a computer.
GAUSSIAN FILTER
A bunch train signal can be considered as a series of single pulses. We are interested in recovering the signals of each bunch from a messy walkefield in order to measure each bunch's intensity and position. For this application, the behavioar of filters in the time domain and their transient response is more important arid convenient for us. We do not need a very selective filter in the frequency domain, because we are not processing a single frequency as an ordinary BPM system does. An ideal Gaussian filter has the following responseL2] to an impulse at t=O:
Here Qc is the frequency whose amplitude corresponds to the FWHM of the Gaussian filter in the frequency domain, n is the number of cascaded stages, t is time. This impulse response has two remarkable features: 1. The impulse response is identical in shape to the absolute magnitude of the frequency response.
No overshoot or ringing is exhibited, giving the
Gaussian filter a localization feature in the time domain.
Because two adjacent bunches in the CTF are 330 ps apart, a quasi-Gaussian filter (made by Picosecond Pulse Lab) with a rise time of 100 ps was selected , corresponding to a - 
WAVELET TRANSFORM
In principle, the wavelet transform is similar to the Fourier transform but with different base functions. The Fourier transform uses sin and cos as a set of base functions, but the wavelet tranform uses many other base functions. Because of its localization feature and the large selection of base functions, the wavelet transform can be used as a very good fast digital filter. Wavelet calculations have been done with the computer code XWPL'31. The cone-shaped button pickup gives a differentiated beam signal. Among the wavelet base functions provided by XWPL, the Haar function has the greatest similarity to the signals, and has therefore been selected for our calculations.
The wavelet calculation picks the beam signals out of the wakefields and reveals the timing of the bunches as in Fig.4 and Fig.6 , where the vertical axis is amplitude, and the horizontal axis is time. Although the beam shape is rough, its amplitude can still be used for position calculation due to the linearity of the transformation. The fidelity of the wavelet-transformed signal depends on the number of coefficients used. In Fig.4 , more coefficients are used than in 
IV. CONCLUSION
Both a Gaussian filter and wavelet transformation can recover certain parts of beam signals from a strong wakefield background. How close the recovered signals are to the real beam signal is still a subject for further study, but for beam position and intensity measurement they are adequate. The Gaussian filter works in a low-frequency range in order to filter out the high-frequency wakefields, but is a real-time analogue device, which is advantageous. On te other hand the wavelet transformation can extract beam signals over the whole measuring frequency range, but with the disadvantage that it is implemented as an off-line digital filter.
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